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a b s t r a c t
This paper explores the certification of properties of an efficient
functional program in the area of symbolic computation: the
calculation of Gröbner basis of a set of multivariate polynomials.
Our experience in the development of industrial systems and the
certification of some of its relevant properties has led us to use
a methodology consisting of functional programs to write the
code and the formal verification of fundamental properties. The
functional language objective caml has been chosen to implement
the program. To verify the properties two approaches are explored:
manual proofs that reason directly over the source code of the
algorithms, applying techniques like equational reasoning, and
theorem provers that are used as a tool to help us certify amodel of
the real system. The chosen proof assistant is coq. Not only will the
certification of the software be taken into consideration but also its
efficiency. In addition, we present a graphical interfacewhich eases
the use of the program.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In software development, one of the most expensive aspects of software production is finding and
fixing bugs. Proving the correctness of a program is both a complex and essential task for improving
software quality. There are several validationmethods; themost frequently used is, running the target
program on a set of selected inputs. Unfortunately, as the input set is normally incomplete, software
correction is not guaranteed when testing. Formal methods complement traditional debugging
techniques assuring that some relevant property holds in any execution of the program. Nowadays,
producing a complete formal proof of the correctness of a realistic software system is something
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extremely difficult. Nevertheless, the formal verification of fundamental properties of the code is a
more pragmatic approach that improves our confidence in programs.
Our experience in the development of industrial systems (Gulias et al., 2005) and the certification
of some of its relevant properties (Jorge et al., 2005, 2006, 2007) has led us to use a methodology
consisting of (a) functional programs to write the code and (b) the formal verification of fundamental
properties. This methodology has been applied in this paper to the development and verification of a
program which calculates the Gröbner basis of a set of multivariate polynomials (Buchberger, 1965).
In this work, our interest is twofold: certifying the correctness of the program, and carrying out an
efficient computation. A lightweight portable program which is useful, practical and reliable for the
Computer Algebra community has been developed. Also a graphic interface has been added to ease
the usage of the program.
The use of theorem proving to check particular properties of software will be explored here. These
formal proofs should help us to have a greater understanding of the programs. Two approaches are
considered: manual proofs, that reason directly over the source code in a rigorous style; and the use
of theorem provers, that helps us certify a model of a real system. Not only do theorem provers assist
us in the development of proofs but also guarantee the correctness of such proofs; thus, bugs which
could be introduced in a hand-made certification are avoided. Of course, all themanual proofs are easy
to carry out using a theorem prover. They are included here to show the advantage of the functional
paradigm when trying to check directly some code properties.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background information for the paper. A
reusable multivariate polynomial library and a well-founded polynomial ordering are certified in
Section 3. Section 4 studies the correctness of the reduction relation on polynomials. Section 5 reasons
about Buchberger’s algorithm, and Section 6 presents some measurements of the program. Section 7
shows a graphical interface for the program. Finally, we give some conclusions.
The complete source code is available from www.madsgroup.org/∼sjorge/sgrobner.tgz.
2. Background
Significant progress has been made in the automated verification of the proof of Gröbner bases
algorithm by proof checkers such as coq (Théry, 2001) and acl2 (Medina-Bulo et al., 2004). In our
case study, we employ dependent types, which provide accuracy in the specifications, and we also
pay special attention to performance using a canonical and sparse representation of polynomials.
There are previous works on the formalisation of polynomials in coq (Pérez-Vega and Werner,
1998; Barja and Pérez-Vega, 2000; Pérez-Vega et al., 2005) or in other proof checkers (Medina-Bulo
et al., 2000), but they neitherwork directlywith canonical representations of polynomials, nor do they
use dependent types.
Whilst a pure axiomatic representation is given in Théry (2001), we instead use a definitional
approach without any parameter or axiom in representing terms and polynomials.
In this paper, the classical Buchberger’s algorithm (Buchberger, 1965) is going to be used. Though
there are different improved variants of this algorithms, such as F4 (Faugère, 1999), they are out of
the scope of the present article. Buchberger’s algorithm is a generalization of Gaussian elimination.
Given a set of polynomials, it produces another set of polynomials with the same roots and additional
properties which ease the computation of those roots. The new set, called the Gröbner basis, is
analogous to a triangular set of linear equations, which can be solved by substitution. The two basic
operations in computing a Gröbner basis are: to eliminate one of the terms of two polynomials
obtaining a new polynomial (called s-polynomial), and to simplify a polynomial by subtracting
multiples of other polynomials.
The functional paradigm (Bird and Wadler, 1988; Hudak, 1989) is chosen to implement our
program. Functional programming treats computation as the evaluation of mathematical functions.
It emphasises the evaluation of functional expressions, rather than the execution of commands. A
program in a functional language consists of a set of (possibly recursive) function definitions and an
expression whose value is output as the program’s result. The typed lambda-calculus with constants
is the main basis for functional languages.
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Functional programming has often been considered as an appropriate tool whenwriting programs
which can be analysed formally, and whose correctness can be assured (Jorge, 2004). Functional
languages have been chosen instead of imperative ones because of a powerful mathematical property
of the functional paradigm: referential transparency. This property assures that the equational
reasoning, i.e. f x is always f x, makes sense. As a matter of fact, the mathematical way of proving
theorems can be successfully applied to functional programs.
Due to its efficiency and wide coverage in the research and academic environments, objective
caml (Weis and Leroy, 1999) is used as the concrete programming language. Moreover, coq (The Coq
Development Team, 2002; Bertot and Casteran, 2004) will be used as the theorem prover. coq is a
proof tool developed at INRIA-Rocquencourt and ENS-Lyon. It is an implementation of the Calculus of
Inductive Constructions (Coquand and Huet, 1988).
3. Multivariate polynomials
Before formalising Buchberger’s algorithm (or any other computer algebra algorithms) it is
necessary to represent multivariate polynomials and to define elementary operations which act on
them.
A multivariate polynomial ring over a coefficient field is formalised and the implementation is
certified both by reasoning directly about the actual functional program and also by proving laws in
the abstract model in coq.
For achieving good performance, we choose a canonical and sparse representation of polynomials,
sorted in an admissible order (e.g. lexicographical termorder). A canonical representation let us decide
whether two polynomials are equal by just checking if they have the same representation, while a
sparse representation reduces the size of polynomials and eases their manipulation by removing null
coefficients and optimising repeated terms. In addition, dependent types are also used in the model
in order to improve the accuracy of specifications.
Next, the representation of terms, the definition of an admissible order and the representation of
monomials andpolynomials are shown. Also, themain laws, statedwith the help of the proof assistant,
are sketched.
A term in the variables X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is represented by the list of the exponents of each
variable.
type term = int list
In coq, terms are described as lists of fixed length with the help of dependent types. So, the type
system validates the correct length of lists representing terms and we will not have to continuously
check this in our proofs. Dependent types reduce certification to type checking.
Inductive Dlist[A:Set]:nat->Set:=Dnil: (Dlist A (0))
| Dcons: (n:nat)A->(Dlist A n)->(Dlist A (S n)).
Definition term: nat->Set:= [n: nat] (Dlist nat n).
Two terms are multiplied by adding the respective exponents of each variable.
(*val mult_term : term->term->term*)
let mult_term xs ys = map2 (+) xs ys
This caml code is very similar to to the abstract model built in coq:
Definition mult_term:(n:nat)(term n)->(term n)->(term n):=
[n:nat;t,s:(term n)](map2 nat nat nat plus n t s).
Terms form a commutative monoid under multiplication. We show the construction of the proof
of the commutative property of termmultiplication. There, the definition of mult_term is expanded
and induction on the number of variables n is employed. We apply the law plus_sym which states
the commutative property over natural numbers and which is defined in the coq standard library.
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Lemma mult_term_sym: (n: nat) (t,s: (term n))
(mult_term n t s)=(mult_term n s t).
Proof.
Unfold mult_term.
Induction n.
Simpl; Auto.
Intros; Simpl.
Rewrite plus_sym.
Rewrite H; Auto.
Qed.
Lemma mult_term_assoc_l: (n:nat) (t,s,r: (term n))
(mult_term n t (mult_term n s r)) = (mult_term n (mult_term n t s) r).
Lemma mult_term_1_t: (n: nat; t,s: (term n))
(null_term n t) -> (mult_term n t s)=s.
Term division and the lowest common multiple are also defined. Other results on terms, as the
next one, are also proved.
Lemma div_term_mult_term: (n: nat) (t, s: (term n))
(div_term n (mult_term n t s) s)=t.
Next, in order to demonstrate the same lemma above by reasoning about the source code of the
caml program, we show the definition of term division:
(*val div_term : term -> term -> term*)
let div_term xs ys = map2 (-) xs ys
Lemma 1. For every term t and s, it holds:
div_term (mult_term t s) s = t
Proof. By equational reasoning, with: t = [x1;. . . ;xn] and s = [y1;. . . ;yn], and using
one previous result,
div_term (mult_term [x1;. . . ;xn] [y1;. . . ;yn]) [y1;. . . ;yn]
= { by definition of mult_term (left to right) }
div_term (map2 (+) [x1;. . . ;xn] [y1;. . . ;yn]) [y1;. . . ;yn]
= { by law: map2 f [x1;. . . ;xn] [y1;. . . ;yn]=[f x1 y1;. . . ;f xn yn] }
div_term [(x1+y1);. . . ;(xn+yn)] [y1;. . . ;yn]
= { by definition of div_term (left to right) }
map2 (-) [(x1+y1);. . . ;(xn+yn)] [y1;. . . ;yn]
= { by law: map2 f [x1;. . . ;xn] [y1;. . . ;yn]=[f x1 y1;. . . ;f xn yn] }
[(x1+y1)-y1;. . . ;(xn+yn)-yn]
= { by arithmetic }
[x1;. . . ;xn]
This ends the proof. 
Now, the lexicographical order on terms is stated. We show that it is an admissible order.
[a1, . . . , an] >lex [b1, . . . , bn] ⇔ ∃iwith aj = bj for 1 ≤ j < i and ai > bi
(1) There exists a first element, t >lex 1, ∀t ∈ TX , 1 6= t
Theorem ltlex_term_admissibility_1: (n: nat; e, t: (term n))
(null_term n e) -> ~ (null_term n t) -> (ltlex_term n e t).
(2) The ordering respects multiplication, t >lex s⇒ t · r >lex s · r, ∀t, s, r ∈ TX
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Theorem ltlex_term_admissibility_2: (n: nat; t, s: (term n))
(ltlex_term n t s) -> (r:(term n))
(ltlex_term n (mult_term n t r) (mult_term n s r)).
The total-lexicographical order is also stated in the original caml code. Its admissibility is
demonstrated by reasoning with manual proofs over the source code.
Monomials are represented as coefficient-term pairs. In the caml program, absolute precision
numbers, num library (Menissier-Morain, 1992), are used as coefficients. On the other hand, in the
model built in coq, the coefficients are axiomatised and their properties are introducedwhen required.
Parameter coef: Set.
Definition mon: Set:= (prod coef Term).
As the coefficients have been axiomatised, the explicit equality predicate eq_mon is used to assert
equality between monomials.
Inductive eq_mon : mon->mon->Prop :=
eq_mon_1: (m1,m2:mon)
(eq_coef (Fst m1) (Fst m2)) -> (Snd m1)=(Snd m2) -> (eq_mon m1 m2).
We demonstrate that monomials constitute a commutative monoid under multiplication.
Lemma mult_mon_sym: (m1, m2: mon) (eq_mon (mult_mon m1 m2) (mult_mon m2 m1)).
Lemma mult_mon_assoc_l: (m1, m2, m3: mon)
(eq_mon (mult_mon m1 (mult_mon m2 m3)) (mult_mon (mult_mon m1 m2) m3)).
Lemma mult_mon_1_m: (e, m: mon) (mon1 e) -> (eq_mon (mult_mon e m) m).
Polynomials are represented canonically as lists of monomials. This implies that terms are strictly
ordered by a decreasing term order, and the list contains no null monomial. Hence, two polynomials
are equal if their representations are syntactically equal. But, as we have axiomatised the coefficients
in the model built in coq, an explicit equality has to be used.
Inductive eq_pol : pol->pol->Prop :=
eq_pol_1 : (eq_pol (nil mon) (nil mon))
| eq_pol_2 : (m1,m2:mon; p1,p2:pol)
(eq_mon m1 m2)->(eq_pol p1 p2)->(eq_pol (cons m1 p1) (cons m2 p2)).
Two different versions of polynomial addition are implemented: one is the naïve algorithm and
the other taken fromDavenport et al. (1993) is more efficient and complex because it takes advantage
of the canonical representation of polynomials. We use the former in proving some theorems, and the
later in program computation. Both formalisations are proved to be equivalent. The same happens
with polynomial multiplication.
Functions over polynomials always act on canonical objects to yield canonical results. Thus, on the
one hand more efficient programs are obtained from an algorithmic point of view. However, on the
other hand, polynomial functions become more complex because there are lots of alternatives, and
consequently proof trees get more complex.
Lemma add_pol_canonical: (p1, p2: pol)
(canonical p1)->(canonical p2)->(canonical (add_pol p1 p2)).
Lemma mult_pol_canonical: (p1, p2: pol)
(canonical p1)->(canonical p2)->(canonical (mult_pol p1 p2)).
Polynomials, with addition and negation, form an Abelian group.
Lemma add_pol_p_0: (p: pol) (canonical p)->(eq_pol (add_pol p pol0) p).
Lemma add_pol_sym: (p1, p2: pol)
(canonical p1)->(canonical p2)->(eq_pol (add_pol p1 p2) (add_pol p2 p1)).
Lemma add_pol_assoc_l: (p1, p2, p3: pol)
(canonical p1) -> (canonical p2) -> (canonical p3) ->
(eq_pol (add_pol p1 (add_pol p2 p3)) (add_pol (add_pol p1 p2) p3)).
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Table 1
Quantitative information on the multivariate polynomial
theories.
Theories Lines Defs. Laws Prop. Size
Dlist 101 9 5 7.21 15K
Term 331 6 18 13.79 155K
LtlexTerm 191 1 8 21.22 146K
Coef 155 6 32 4.08 11K
Mon 171 14 18 5.34 42K
Pol 175 7 15 7.95 73K
AddMonPol 862 1 10 78.36 348K
AddPol 311 2 18 15.55 35K
MultMonPol 260 1 14 17.33 61K
MultPol 338 1 16 19.88 32K
Total 2895 48 154 14.33 918K
Lemma add_pol_minus_pol: (p: pol)
(canonical p) -> (eq_pol (add_pol p (minus_pol p)) pol0).
With the multiplication, polynomials form a ring.
Lemma mult_pol_1_p: (e, p: pol)
(canonical p) -> (pol1 e) -> (eq_pol (mult_pol e p) p).
Lemma mult_pol_sym: (p1, p2: pol)
(canonical p1)->(canonical p2)->(eq_pol (mult_pol p1 p2) (mult_pol p2 p1)).
Lemma mult_pol_assoc_l: (p1, p2, p3: pol)
(canonical p1) -> (canonical p2) -> (canonical p3) ->
(eq_pol (mult_pol p1 (mult_pol p2 p3)) (mult_pol (mult_pol p1 p2) p3)).
And multiplication distributes over addition.
Lemma mult_pol_add_pol_distr: (p1, p2, p3: pol)
(canonical p1) -> (canonical p2) -> (canonical p3) ->
(eq_pol (mult_pol (add_pol p1 p2) p3)
(add_pol (mult_pol p1 p3) (mult_pol p2 p3))).
Table 1 shows quantitative information on themultivariate polynomials theories developed in coq.
The columns correspond respectively to the number of lines of code in each theory; the number of
definitions (including ad hoc tactics); the number of laws; the proportion between the number of
lines and the quantity of laws and definitions (which can be used as a measure of the complexity of
the theory); and the size of each compiled coq theory.
3.1. Well-founded relation
Both the caml program, and the abstract model in coq, have been used to verify the well-
foundedness of the lexicographical order on terms. Reasoning over the caml code, the well-
foundedness of the total degree order was also proved. With this piece of work we aim to establish
the bases for the definition of the polynomial reduction relation defined in Buchberger’s algorithm.
We extend the term order onmonomials. Then, with polynomials in canonical form, themonomial
ordering is extended to polynomials in a straightforward way. In this proof, we use a lexicographic
exponentiation theory from Paulson (1986) that requires monomials to be strictly ordered in a
decreasing order. So, the lexicographic relation induced on polynomials is well-founded. In this
process, we started with the lexicographic order on terms, but the development is generic. Any well-
founded term ordering can be used. The quantitative information on the well-founded polynomial
ordering theories carried out in the coq proof assistant is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2
Quantitative Information on thewell-founded polynomial
theories.
Theories Lines Defs. Laws Prop. Size
WfLtlexTerm 49 2 2 12.25 18K
WfLtlexMon 23 1 3 5.75 3K
Desc 110 0 6 18.33 18K
WfLtlexPol 98 6 7 7.54 33K
Total 280 9 18 10.37 72K
4. Polynomial reduction
A polynomial p is top reducible by q if the heading term of q divides the heading term of p (Becker
andWeispfenning, 1993). The reduction relation on polynomials involves subtracting an appropriate
multiple of one polynomial from another, as shown:
red(p, q) = p− hcoef (p) · hterm(p)
hcoef (q) · hterm(q) · q
(*val nred : (term->term->bool) -> pol -> pol -> pol*)
let nred gt_term f g = match (f, g) with
((c,t)::_, (b,s)::_)->
sub_pol gt_term f (mult_pol gt_term [c//b, div_term t s] g)
In the following example, the act of reducing p by r implies subtracting a multiple of r from p so
that the heading term of p is canceled: p = 2x2yz3−7xy10+z, r = 5xyz−3, the polynomial r reduces
p to p′ = p− ( 25xz2)r = −7xy10 + 65xz2 + z.
Reduction of polynomials is not a total function because term division is not total.
The verification of the reduction relation covers two facts:
(1) is_reducible(p, q)⇒ hterm(red(p, q)) <TX hterm(p)where<TX is thewell-founded term ordering
(2) is_reducible(p, q)⇒ ∃r such that p = red(p, q)+ r · q.
Next, the certification of the two conditions above are carried out with manual proofs that treat
the caml program as a mathematical object. We reason directly over the source code. The proof
methods are rigorous though error-prone. Four laws that were previously demonstrated are used in
the development of the proofs.
Theorem 2. For every non-zero polynomial p = [(c1,t1);...;(cm,tm)] and q =
[(b1,s1);...;(bl,sl)], both in canonical form with respect to a term order gt_term, and such that
is_reducible p q (i.e. t1 is divisible by s1) it holds:
gt_term (ht p) (ht (nred gt_term p q))
Proof. By equational reasoning, using two previous results, and with:
redp = nred gt_term divt = div_term multp = mult_pol gt_term
multt = mult_term subp = sub_pol gt_term
gt_term (ht p) (ht (redp p q))
= { (1) by definition of nred (left to right) }
gt_term (ht p) (ht (subp p (multp [(c1/b1, divt t1 s1)] q)))
= { (2) by definition of mult_pol (left to right) }
gt_term (ht p) (ht (subp p (((c1/b1)*b1, multt (divt t1 s1) s1):: . . . )))
= { (3) by arithmetic on num and the law (t/s)*s=t on terms }
gt_term (ht p) (ht (subp p ((c1,t1):: . . . )))
= { (4) ht f = ht g ⇒ gt_term (ht f (ht (subp f g)) }
true 
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Theorem 3. For every non-zero polynomial in canonical form with respect to a term order gt_term, p
= ((c1,t1)::f) and q = ((b1,s1)::g), such that is_reducible p q (i.e. t1 is divisible by s1),
it holds:
p = add_pol gt_term (red gt_term p q) (mult_pol r q)
where: r = [(c1/b1, div_term t1 s1)]
Proof. By equational reasoning, using two previous results and with:
redp = nred gt_term multp = mult_pol gt_term addp = add_pol gt_term
subp = sub_pol gt_term minusp = minus_pol divt = div_term
addp (redp ((c1,t1)::f) ((b1,s1)::g))
(multp [(c1/b1,divt t1 s1)] ((b1,s1)::g))
= { (1) by definition of nred (left to right) }
addp (subp ((c1,t1)::f) (multp [(c1/b1,divt t1 s1)] ((b1,s1)::g)))
(multp [(c1/b1,divt t1 s1)] ((b1,s1)::g))
= { (2) by definition of sub_pol (left to right) }
addp (addp ((c1,t1)::f) (minusp (multp [(c1/b1,divt t1 s1)] ((b1,s1)::g))))
(multp [(c1/b1,divt t1 s1)] ((b1,s1)::g))
= { (3) by associativity of add_pol }
addp ((c1,t1)::f) (addp (minusp (multp [(c1/b1,divt t1 s1)] ((b1,s1)::g))))
(multp [(c1/b1,divt t1 s1)] ((b1,s1)::g))
= { (4) by the law: eq_pol (add_pol p (minus_pol p)) pol0 }
addp ((c1,t1)::f) []
= { (5) by definition of add_pol (left to right) }
((c1,t1)::f) 
4.1. Extended reduction relation
A polynomial p is top reducible modulo Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qm}, if there exists qi such that p is top
reducible by qi.
(*val sred: (term->term->bool) -> pol -> pol list -> pol option*)
let sred gt_term f gs = match find (is_reducible f) gs with
None -> None | Some g -> Some (nred gt_term f g)
We define recursively the closure of reduction.
full_red(p,Q ) =
{
p if ¬(is_reducible(p,Q ))
full_red(sred(p,Q ),Q ) otherwise
(*val full_red : (term->term->bool) -> pol -> pol list -> pol*)
let rec full_red gt_term f gs = match sred gt_term f gs with
None -> f
| Some [] -> []
| Some h -> full_red gt_term h gs
This function is total. There is no infinite sequence of reductions because the term order relation
<TX is well-founded and hterm(red(p,Q )) <TX hterm(p). In addition, the result is not reducible
modulo Q .
5. Gröbner bases algorithm
We implement Buchberger’s algorithm (Buchberger, 1965) in caml. In each recursion a pair of
polynomials is selected, and the reduction of the s-polynomial is added to the set only if it is non-
zero. The polynomial added is then smaller than the two selected polynomials, thus the algorithm
always terminates.
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Table 3
Execution times comparison (i).
gcalc tprg gap maple 11
(1) 0.071 s 0.089 s 0.183 s 0.046 s
(2) 0.543 s 2.792 s 0.822 s 0.081 s
(3) 5.886 s 131.598 s 5.190 s 0.244 s
(4) 81.399 s 5749.105 s 43.523 s 42.327 s
Table 4
Execution times comparison (ii).
gcalc tprg gap maple 11
Cyclic 4 0.001 s 0.002 s 0.008 s 0.031 s
Cyclic 5 12.909 s 0.306 s 54.820 s 0.042 s
(* val buch: (term->term->bool) -> pol list -> pol list *)
let buch gt fs =
let rec buch_aux gs = function
[] -> gs
| (f,g)::ps -> let h = spol gt f g in
match full_red gt h gs with
[] -> buch_aux gs ps
| h’ -> buch_aux (gs @ [h’]) (ps @ (map (fun g->(g,h’)) gs))
in
buch_aux fs (allpairs fs)
All possible pairs of the elements of a list are computed by the function allpairs. Function
buch_aux is the recursive implementation of the loop of the algorithm. In each recursive call, a pair
is selected and, the reduction of the s-polynomial by gs is chosen if it is non-zero. As the polynomial
chosen is always less than the twowe have studied and it has been stated thewell-foundedness of the
ordering, and as themultiset extension of awell-founded ordering iswell-founded (Dickson’s lemma),
the function always terminates.
Let us see an example of the execution of the program that computes Gröbner bases.
Polynomials calculator...
>> Tot;;
total-lexicographical order established
>> Buchberger([x^3-2*x*y; x^2*y-2*y^2+x]), [x;y];;
[x^3-2*x*y; x^2*y-2*y^2+x; -x^2; -2*x*y; -2*y^2+x]
The basis is not unique. But we avoid this when we calculate, in relation to the rest, the normal
form on each polynomial. Buchberger’s algorithm may be optimised. In order to eliminate some of
the s-polynomials studied, some criteria supplied by Buchberger (1979) are implemented.
>> GBasis([x*v+y*s; v*(u-v)+s*(r-s); v*z-1*(t*s-1); y*(u-v)-x*(r-s);
-(a*r*x-a*s*x-a*u*y+a*v*y+1)]), [a;r;s;t;u;v;x;y;z];;
[1]
6. Implementation Benchmarking
Tables 3–5 present some measurements of the program. They show some execution time
comparisons between our program, gap, the Théry (2001) program and the black box software
maple 11. It should be remarked that Faugère F4 algorithm has been integrated into maple 11 for
computing Gröbner bases. As mentioned above, this algorithm gives a substantial improvement over
Buchberger’s algorithm in practice.
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Table 5
Execution times comparison (iii).
gcalc tprg gap maple 11
Capprasse’s system 1.160 s 1.587 s 1.222 s 0.044 s
Czapor Geddes 1 0.076 s 0.024 s 0.031 s 0.031 s
Gerdt 2 0.045 s 0.012 s 0.048 s 0.040 s
Gerdt 3 2.904 s 0.069 s 1.764 s 0.038 s
Cassou-Nogués 12254.697 s – 58333.878 s 0.065 s
Each execution has been repeated three times and the best execution time was selected. We use
the total-lexicographical order. These were the examples used in our measurements in Table 3:
{x25 − y25zt, xz25 − y25, x25y− z25t} (1)
{x50 − y50zt, xz50 − y50, x50y− z50t} (2)
{x100 − y100zt, xz100 − y100, x100y− z100t} (3)
{x200 − y200zt, xz200 − y200, x200y− z200t} (4)
An Intel Pentium M processor 1.60 GHz with 1 GB of RAM running under Linux 2.6.8. has been
used. The Théry program (tprg) and ours (gcalc) were obtained with the high-performance native
code compiler of objective caml (Leroy et al., 2004).
In Table 4, the programs are compared using the n-cyclic polynomials (Björk and Fröberg, 1991).
In addition, Table 5 presents an execution comparison with examples from the polynomial test
suite (Bini and Mourrain, 1996).
The results in Tables 3–5, although not exhaustive, outline the program efficiency.
7. Graphical interface
A graphical interface has been developed in java to facilitate the man–machine interaction when
computing calculations on polynomials; this includes calculating Gröbner basis of a set ofmultivariate
polynomials. Structurally, the whole application consists of two parts:
• A graphical interface that allows us to realise on polynomials all the manipulations required.
• A functional core that implements the evaluation engine.
The program starts with the initial window (Fig. 1) which consists of: an alphabetic keyboard,
a numerical keyboard, and some elements used to establish the weights of variables and the
term ordering. The polynomials are introduced in the data input line. When new polynomials are
introduced they will be shown in the message sub-window. There are four memory cells where
polynomials can be stored. When required, the input data line can be deleted, and the current
operation canceled. At any time, keys corresponding to the operations allowed by the application
are highlighted.
Using total-lexicographical term ordering and the next order of the variables: a > b > c , Fig. 2
shows the computing result of the Gröbner basis of the multivariate polynomials that appear in the
message sub-window . The result is presented both in text mode and graphically in a new window.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we expose the formal verification of relevant properties of an efficient functional
program in the area of symbolic computation: the calculation of Gröbner basis of a set of multivariate
polynomials. A lightweight portable program has been designed. It has proved to be useful, practical
and reliable for the Computer Algebra community. A graphical interface has been used to complete
the development of the program and ease its use.
The verification of properties has been carried out both in an informal but exhaustive style with
manual proofs that reason directly on caml programs, and with the help of coq proof assistant.
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Fig. 1. Initial window.
Fig. 2. Example of an execution.
Elaboration of proofs is based on the syntactic structure of the programs. Complex proofs are carried
out with help of auxiliary laws. We suggest developing programs using a side-effect free language,
e.g. a functional language, where tools like equational reasoning make sense and ease the reasoning
about our programs.
The development is kept as general as possible. Different reusable modules are implemented as,
for example, an efficient multivariate polynomial library.
Program efficiency is always taken into account. Sometimes two different versions of a function are
implemented: one efficient, the other simple, proving their equivalence. We have chosen canonical
representations of polynomials because they allow us to use syntactical equality and to implement
more efficient algorithms. Although formalising the canonical representation of polynomials was
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not a complex task, we ran into difficulties when defining operations because they become more
complicated and cause more complex and tedious proofs to appear.
Increasing software reliability is the final goal of formal methods. Specification and verification
yield a better understanding of the program. A correctness proof shows how the program works in
detail. Formal methods can be used to improve the system design, its efficiency and also, to certify its
correctnes. We think that the future of program verification heads for a general proposal: to obtain
certified software libraries.
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